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AII the Eco Tabs range eliminates any toxic emissions 

contained in the standard detergents, degreasers, 

sanitizers and soaps safeguarding the health of 

our pia net. The mission of Eco Tabs is to 

eliminate any toxic emission and the 

continuos use of plastic packaging in the 

house cleaning products. 

EcoMlllie MVlnf 
We have developed the best ever technological 

innovation in the cleaning sector, making it 

affordable to everyone willing to have a shining 

house and a healthy planet: detergents in 

water-soluble tabs that allow the end user to 

optimize spaces , to reduce costs and to 

contribute actively to the environmental 

safeguard, without renouncing to results 

that everyone expects from cleaning 

products. A single Eco Tabs corresponds to 

750ml of product. 
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The Eco Tabs , being completely natural, in addition to protecting the environment, have as main objective 

the safeguard of the consumer health. lndeed, the products are absolutely not toxic far the organism, 

because of vegetai and controlled origin. The consumer can use the Eco Tabs products without any protection so long as natural, 

biodegradable and free of any dangerous substances. 



The active principles, present inside the 

formulation, confer to Eco Tabs the 

necessary cleaning power in relation to 

surface to be treated. 
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lnside the Eco Tabs, you will find 

sanitizing agents that guarantee a 

rapid and efficient sanitation of the 

surfaces treated. 

Thanks to Zinc ions technology , the Eco Tabs 

allow to reduce the microbial proliferation 

on ali type of surfaces. Microbial tests 

demontrate a microbial reduction up to 15 

days of the surfaces treated. 



- Rapid dissolution in water (1 minute or little more)

- Triple action : Cleaning/Sanitization/Prevention

- Economie Saving (you don't buy anymore plastic at each

pu rchasi ng)

- Space optimization in home

- Biodegradable products (you don't breath the chemical

content of the traditional detergent and you don't poi Iute

the environment)

- No more weights to carry! The Eco Tabs weight only 1.5 gr

- Product price (at the price of a standard Bio detergent you

can buy two)

- Fundamental contribution to an important social reason

F.A.Q. 
1 How much time do the Eco Tabs need to dissolve ? 

1 The Eco Tabs dissolve in 1 minute or little more and then they wili be 

immediately ready to use. 

2 How much time do the Eco Tabs last after dissolution in water? 

2 The shelf life is 12 months. 

3 Are the active principles of the product dangerous far the consumer? 

3 Ali used active principles have natural origin and rapidly biodegradable. 

4 ls it important the use of distilied water? Shali we use cold or hot water? 

4 Vou can use distilied water or not. We suggest the use of warm water to 

ease the dissolution of the Eco Tabs. 

5 Are the Eco Tabs scented? 

5 Each Eco Tab has its specific fragrance and they are ali natural. 

6 How much time do the Eco Tabs last not dissolved? 

Add the Eco Tabs in 750 ml of water, after 1 minute shake 

the botti e to ease the dissoluti on of the product, wait far 

one more minute and the product will be ready far use. 

Floor detergent: with one Tab you will generate your 1 

Liter of product, to pour in the desired quantity in your 

bucket. Water Foam: add the Tab directly in the WC and 

wait far faam farmation. Our labs are continuously 

researching new development far the Tab eco solution 

with the target to reduce pollution and the use of plastic. 

6 The expire date is 3 years from manufacturing date. 

7 What are the plus and the advantages of the Eco Tabs 

compared to traditional detergents? 

7 Let's list out the main aspects: 

- Dissolution time (the Tabs require less than 2 minutes to dissolve)

- Completely natural, they don't poliute 

- Triple action: CLEANING/SANITATION/PREVEN TION

- Patented technology: inside the Eco Tabs there is the technology

of Zinc lons® that guarantee the reduction of the microbial proliferation. 

8 Can we use the Eco Tabs on ali surfaces or we shali avoid some? 

8 Vou can use them on ali surface being extremely efficient and gentle. 
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Sea Breeze 

Glass and mirra sanitizing 

detergent with anti bacterial 

action 

Strawberry 

Universal sanitizing degreaser 

with anti bacterial action 

Neutra I 

Anti-odor sanitizer for Pets 

with anti bacterial anction 

Fiorai 

Lime 

Sanitizing dish detergent 

with a nti bacteria I action Water foam WC anti limestone 

sanitizer with anti bacterial action 

Lavander 

Floor sanitizing detergent with 

anti bacterial action 

Peach 

Hand sanitizing soap with 

anti bacterial action 

White musk 

Anti limestone sanitizer with 

anti bacterial action 

Pine 

Multipurpose sanitizing 

detergent with anti bacterial action 

Neutra I 

Garment pre-treatment 

sanitizer with anti bacterial action 
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